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Educational Presentations and Lectures
Hands on Equipment Demonstrations
Tour Historic Liberty
Observe an operating Arrastra
Observe area Placer Claim Operations
Visit nearby gemstone sites
Prospecting & Mining Associations &
Clubs
Metal Detector Night Hunt
Food Available Onsite
Raffle for Great Prizes
Free Camping (Dry)
Lodging and Restaurants available nearby
Information: www.resourcescoalition.org
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The PNW Miners Rally has
been held for over 10 years
providing Pacific Northwest
mineral prospectors, miners
and the general public an
opportunity to openly
discuss important events
and actions affecting
prospecting and mining,
demonstrate and observe new technologies, buy and sell
equipment and parts, show off some findings and catch
up with friends.
The rally coordinators annually invite and encourage
members of the public, State and Federal agencies, and
Legislators (Everybody) to come spend the weekend
learning and re-living Washington's prospecting and
mining heritage hoping to educate, inform and dispel
untruths associated with Small Scale mineral prospecting
and mining and rock and gem collecting.
There is plenty of free tent and RV camping (dry) and a
limited food service available at the rally site.. For those
with particular needs, lodging, restaurants and shopping
is available in the nearby towns.
Saturday there will be a potluck dinner for those that
wish to contribute and once it becomes DARK, a Metal
Detector hunt for all ages where everybody goes away a
winner.
If you desire additional information, have a product or
service that you would like to sell or showcase at the rally
or have a product or service you would like to donate,
please contact our Rally Coordinator;
Jim Curtiss
580 E. Old Lyme Rd.
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 427-7210
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